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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR PUBLISHING AN ARTICLE IN THE APSIPA-TRANSACTIONS ON 
SIGNAL AND IMAGE PROCESSING JOURNAL PUBLISHED BY NOW PUBLISHERS 

 

THIS AGREEMENT sets out the terms and conditions under which an author agrees to publish an article 
in the APSIPA Transactions on Signal and Image Processing Journal published by Now Publishers, 167 
Washington St, Norwell, MA 02061, USA. These terms and conditions will apply unless a separate 
agreement is concluded for a specific article. 

 

By publishing in this Journal, the author accepts the following terms and 
condition in full 

 

1. The Publisher agrees that the Author retains the copyright and the Publisher will acknowledge this in 
the copyright line appearing with the Article. However, the Author authorizes the Publisher to act on their 
behalf to defend their copyright if anyone should infringe it, and to retain half of any damages awarded, 
after deducting the Publisher's costs. The Author also retains the right to use the Article (provided that 
complete acknowledgement is given to the original source of publication) in the following non-
commercial manner provided that the Author does not sell the Article or give it away in a manner that 
would directly conflict with the Publisher's commercial interests. These include using the Article for 
internal educational or promotional purposes of Author's institution or company; posting on the Author's 
own or their institution's website; or in whole or in part, as the basis for your further publication (including 
expansion into book format) or oral presentations. Finally, the Author retains all proprietary rights 
including patent rights. 

2. The Author promises that the Article is their work and has not been previously published in its entirety. 
If it contains material that is someone else's copyright, the Author promises that they have obtained the 
unrestricted permission of the copyright owner and that the original source of publication is clearly cited. 
Finally, the Author promises that the Article, to the best of their knowledge, does not contain anything 
that is libelous, illegal, or infringes on the rights of others. 

3. The Author agrees to grant to the Publisher the exclusive commercial rights both to reproduce and/or 
distribute the Article, in part or in its entirety, throughout the world in print form and in any other form 
including without limitation mechanical, electronic and visual reproduction, electronic storage and 
retrieval systems, and all other forms of electronic publication now known or hereafter invented. The 
Author permits the Publisher to authorize others (including the Copyright Clearance Center and other 
Reproduction Rights Organizations) to do the same. 

4. The Author agrees that the article, if editorially accepted for publication, shall be published and 
licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial (CC BY-NC). The Creative 
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial, of which CC BY-NC 4.0 is the most recent version, was 
developed to facilitate Open Access as defined in the founding documents of the movement. In this 
license, Open Access content has to be freely available online, and authors / readers are able to Share 
(copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format) and Adapt (remix, transform, and build 
upon the material), under the conditions of Attribution (appropriate credit must be given, a link to the 
license must be provided and if changes are made then these must be indicated) and the 
NonCommercial condition (material may not be used for commercial purposes). There are no additional 
restrictions to the re-use. 

5. Gold Open Access. The Publisher will publish the Article as part of the Journal, on a Gold Open 
Access basis. Open Access means content which is distributed in digital format to the end-user without 
charge. Open Access may confer certain rights in the content to the end-user, including the ability to re-
distribute it or to create derivative works from it. For details of the Publisher’s Open Access policies 
please follow the relevant hyperlinks at: https://www.nowpublishers.com/Home/HomeOAPolicy.  
Gold Open Access means the Publisher will make the Article freely accessible on the Publisher’s 
website under the terms of the Creative Commons License version CC BY-NC 4.0. Article Processing 
Charge or APC means the payment by the Author, or a third-party on the behalf of the Author, to the 
Publisher in consideration for the publication of the Article on the Publisher’s website under the terms 
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of this license to publish. The Article will not be published until the APC is paid in full, or unless the 
Publisher, at its sole discretion, waives or discounts the APC or the Article is covered by alternative 
funding provided in lieu of an APC under a separate agreement between the Publisher and a relevant 
institution or funding body. 

6. Undertakings and Representations. Notwithstanding the license, the Author agrees and undertakes 
that, at the time of execution of this license to publish, and thereafter until the publication of the final 
Article, the contribution or any prior version of it in whole or in part, is not currently under and will not be 
submitted for consideration for publication in any peer-reviewed scholarly journal. 

The Author hereby undertakes and represents that: 

 each named Author has full authority and power to agree to the terms in this license to publish; 

 the lead Author has full authority to execute this license to publish on behalf of the Author; 

 the Article is original and has not been previously published in whole or in part; 

 the Article and any supplementary material contain nothing that infringes any existing copyright 
or license or any other intellectual property right of any third-party; 

 the Article and any supplementary material contain nothing that breaches a duty of 
confidentiality or discloses any private or personal information of any person without that 
person’s written consent; 

 all statements contained in the Article purporting to be facts are true and any formula, instruction 
or equivalent contained therein will not, if followed accurately, cause any injury or damage to 
the user; 

 the Article and any supplementary material do not contain any libellous or otherwise unlawful 
material, or any material which would harm the reputation of the Publisher or the Journal; 

 there are no actual or apparent conflicts of interest connected to the Article that have not 
previously been declared. A conflict of interest is understood to exist if an interest (financial or 
otherwise) exerts or appears to exert undue influence on the analysis or conclusions in the 
Article, the choice of subject matter, or in any other way that impedes or appears to impede the 
Author’s objectivity or independence. 

In the event that the Author is in breach of any of these undertakings the Journal and/or the Publisher 
shall have the right to cease making the Article and/or any supplementary material available and/or to 
require that the Author makes any necessary revisions to the Article and/or any supplementary material 
(including any factual information). Any such revisions shall be governed by this license to publish. 

7. Third-Party Materials. The Author further confirms that for (i) any Third-party supplementary material 
and (ii) any other third-party material (including but not limited to textual, illustrative, audio and video 
content) within the Article: 

 licenses to re-use said content throughout the world in all languages and in all forms and media 
have or will be obtained from the rights-holders; 

 appropriate acknowledgement to the original source of all such materials has been made; 

 in the case of audio/video material, appropriate release forms have been obtained from the 
individual(s) whose likenesses are represented in the Article and/or Third-party supplementary 
material, as applicable. 

Copies of all licenses and/or release documentation acquired in accordance with Clause 7 above will, 
on request, be forwarded to the Journal’s editor prior to publication of the Article. The Author must 
ensure that all third-party permission obtained under Clause 7 above allows third-party material to be 
included in a work licensed under the Creative Commons License. 

This agreement is made subject to laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and shall be 
binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties thereto, their heirs, successors, assigns and 
personal representatives. 

 

 


